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INFLUENCE OF DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDS ON A FIELD 
SURFACE ON PRODUCTIVITY OF VEGETABLE CULTURES 

IN REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA

NAZAR B.
State Agrarian University of Moldova

Abstract: As a result of studying of works of various authors it is established, 
that they studied reaction of productivity to density of standing of the plants, described 
by the equations of a hyperbole or a parabola which do not come nearer to 
experimental data and offer mathematical dependences in the absence of a 
competition between plants. On the basis of mathematical modeling of process of 
growth of a plant and results of experimental researches functional dependence of 
productivity of vegetable cultures on 1hectare is revealed.

In article the basic models on mathematical modelling of process of growth of 
vegetable cultures are considered, and also the received results of productivity about 1 
hectare are presented.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

In work mathematical formulas of the international scientists which investigated 
reaction of productivity to density of distance between seeds along a number were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Giving the big importance of dependence between productivity U the kg/m2 and 
density of standing of plants on the basis of results of researches and publications on 
this theme can be concluded, that it is grouped in two classes presented on fig. 1.

Density of plants on 1 

In case of hyperbolic dependence the productivity curve aspires to asimptot 
whereas at hyperbolic constant reduction of a steepness of an inclination of a curve 

2

Fig 1. Reaction of productivity to density of standing of plants
1 - Hyperbolic dependence; 2 - Parabolic dependence.
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comes to the end with an extremes point. Attempts to use for the description of the 
given functional dependence the hyperbole or parabola equations not always
approximately given and consequently Hudson (1) offer dependence:

2cbau (1),

Where: a, b and with – constant factors, with the account, that b and with 0;
- 2

This is symmetric concerning an extremum point. It also can be modified dependence:
,

2

1

cbau (2)

Where: 0; b 0; c 0.
Duncan (2) has suggested approximating empirical given by gamma function:

beau (3)

Where: a and b – constant factors, and, a 0, b 0.
However other variants are possible also when the behavior of a curve depends 

or on numerical values of parameters, or (that is more rare) when function has no 
extreme.

In this case in our opinion it is expedient to use the equation:
bau (4)

Where: a 0 and 0 b 1 sizes constants.
The given function in difference from (1, 2, 3) is characterized by absence of 

extreme and asimptot.
Proceeding from concrete biological situations asimptotichesky functions 

under K. Shouzaki and T. Kira statement (3) are better for describing the equation:

b

a
u (5)

However the equation (5) according to Holiday (4) does not reflect a situation 
when crop W is equal to a constant, kg counting on one plant i.e.

b

au
W ( 6 )

In the absence of a competition between plants in our opinion resulted statement is 
based only on algebraic illusion.

Having designated the area of a food of one plant through A, 2

1
A

which it is 
equal:

(7)

And having substituted the equation (7) in the equation (6) it can be written 
down in a following kind:
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1
(8)

From the analysis of expression (8) appears that at a small competition of 
plants the weight falling to one plant is constant.

Asimptotichesky dependence (5) can be modified thus that there was an 
extreme for what it can be presented in a following kind:

21 cb

a
u (9)

By giving to parameters and, b and from various numerical values it is possible 
to receive by means of expression (9) various functions parabolic to 

.
Blisdeil and Nidler (5) have offered function of dependence on density of 

standing of plants based on function of growth of Richardson

n

f

nn

f

nW

WWkW

dt

dW

Where: to, n and Wf – constants, and k and Wf - are positive, and n 1 following kind:

dcba
u (10)

Usually it appears satisfactory at =1.

Having designated: 21=
1

SS ; and a crop in recalculation on one plant 
p

u
W =

Where: S1 – distance between numbers of plants;
        S2 – Distance between plants in ;

                   W – a crop in recalculation on one plant.
Let's receive after transformation of function (10) equation describing 

dependence between U and density of standing expressed in distances S1 and S2

d

d

SScSSba
u

1

21

1

2

1

1

in a 
following kind:

(11)

Where: a and b – constant factors for culture at c =1;
            d – factor characterizing or parabolic, or response function;
                    At d = 1 – function has asimptotichesky the response:
                     At d 1 – parabolic.

The equation 11 sufficiently describes dependence between productivity and 
the food area, but at the same time demands preliminary definition of reaction of the 
given culture on density of standing characterized in the factor d. In practical activities 
with sufficient reliability functional dependence between the area of a food of a plant 
and its productivity can be defined the equation:
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21

21

375,0619,1 SS

SS
u (12)

Where: u – productivity of grain from one plant;
                   S1 – width of a row-spacing;
                   S2 – an interval between plants.

The analysis of graphic analogue of dependence (12) gives the basis to 
conclude, that the optimum area of a food providing reception of steady crops in the 
conditions of Moldova, should be in an interval 0, 16 … 0, 25 m 2.

Experimental data MNIIKS imposed on a theoretical curve testify to their good 
coordination with settlement and high communications (r = 0,699) 
investigated indicators at 2

Ne
Q

979,1671,1

1

= 2,133.
From the analysis of functional dependence of productivity of vegetable cultures 

on 1 hectare from norm of seeding follows, that she submits to law described by the 
equation:

(13)

CONCLUSIONS

13 graphic analogue constructed on the basis of the equation testifies to 
hyperbolic character of dependence on an investigated interval and leads to a 
conclusion, that optimum density of plants of vegetable cultures at its cultivation should 
be in the range of 70 … 80 thousand plants. Reliability of the given conclusion proves 
to be true almost stationary area of productivity at very high 
communications r = 0,852 investigated factors and a good coordination theoretical and 
experimental data ( 2 = 3,314 e - 0, 04).
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